
A partnership that benefits 
many businesses.

The Highlights:
• TechPlace: A full-service hub for startups and tech companies 

in the Burlington area

• Claire, the manager at TechPlace, knew she needed a telecommunications 
company that could support her and her many customers

• Agnes, a Large Account & Solutions Specialist, and Anna, an Account Executive 
at Cogeco, provided TechPlace with a flexible and scalable Dedicated Fibre 
Internet Solution, and a customized Hosted PBX Phone System

• Both TechPlace and Cogeco look forward to the future 
and their continued partnership 



About TechPlace
Founded only last year, TechPlace is an organization whose purpose is to provide financial aid, guidance, and 

mentorship to growing up-and-coming businesses in the Burlington region. TechPlace is 100% led and supported 

by the Burlington Economic Development Corporation (BEDC), and has two co-location partners, Haltech and Angel 

One Investor Network. In short, they provide both new and established tech companies with work areas, resources, 

programs, and connections to partners with advice and funding. Claire Green, manager, says TechPlace prides itself 

in being more than just a “basecamp” for startups, but a place where technology, talent, and ideation can come 

together in a collaborative and stimulating environment.

The Challenges
Being such a diverse company—with consistently changing clients and consultants—comes some particularly 

unique challenges for TechPlace. Claire knew she needed a telecommunications company that could not only 

support the organization, but also the many businesses that it supports every day. TechPlace also required fast 

Internet that could handle the large amount of data uploads and downloads accumulated by each of its customers’ 

businesses too. Ultimately, Claire was looking for a partner with up-to-date technology and solutions, seamless and 

uninterrupted service, and friendly and professional staff members. So naturally, Claire turned to Cogeco.



The Solutions
Interestingly enough, Cogeco had a pre-existing relationship with the BEDC, as they provide their services to the 

City of Burlington. This also means, they service most city-funded projects, making Cogeco an obvious choice for 

TechPlace. This allowed Anna, her dedicated Cogeco Account Executive, to weigh in on TechPlace’s office location 

scout and identify which services were available in each building. Claire appreciated the hands-on approach and 

supportive nature of Anna, as well as the array of scalable solutions available to her. 

Anna collaborated with Agnes, and after an extensive business and building analysis, they landed on a fully-

integrated Dedicated Fibre Internet Solution for TechPlace, as well as a customized Business+ Hosted PBX Phone 

System. Together, these services would allow Claire to provide her customers with specific support and technology, 

catering to each of their unique demands, requests, and goals. With these, Cogeco was able to provide Claire with  

the resources her company would thrive on.

The Results
One of the most important things for Claire was to ensure that the telecommunications company she chose for 

TechPlace was able to grow, adapt, and change with them. As the organization expands, acquires new companies, 

and faces new challenges, Claire is thankful for the flexibility and productivity that Anna is able to provide her. 

To date, both Cogeco and TechPlace strongly believe in their partnership and often collaborate on new ideas and 

solutions that could benefit both parties in the long run.


